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Second-half outlook
· Developed market central banks are sacrificing growth in an attempt
to tame inflation, but the post-pandemic rebound leaves a big buffer to
absorb the slowdown. We foresee global growth remaining abovetrend this year.
· In the US, pandemic-era savings and solid corporate balance sheets
could help offset some of the fiscal and monetary tightening ahead –
we forecast growth of 2.9% this year.
· The war in Ukraine has significantly damaged the outlook in the
eurozone: we expect output to rise 2.5% this year and rate hikes from
the European Central Bank to take the deposit rate to 1.25% in early
2023.
· Sustained global price pressures offer the opportunity for Switzerland
to escape negative interest rates. In the UK, the economy faces the
unusual combination of a booming labour market, a real household
income squeeze and a potentially abrupt growth slowdown.
· In Japan, we expect consumer price inflation to average more than 2%
in the second half, amidst a rebound in activities supported by easing
social distancing restrictions.
· Chinese authorities will maintain their preference for low Covid-19
infections until after the Communist Party’s 20th National Congress
this autumn, capping 2022 growth. This looks set to fall nearer 4%,
some way behind Beijing’s 5.5% target.
· Emerging economies face a dangerous cocktail in the second half: a
stronger US dollar, tighter financial conditions, and slowing Chinese
growth and global trade.
· In portfolios, we maintain a cautious outlook for the rest of the year
and a broadly balanced stance between growth-oriented and interest
rate sensitive assets. We recommend a mix of value-oriented and
defensive stocks, along with various portfolio diversifiers, which now
include government bonds.

Macro insights

Slowing or stalling? A cautious outlook
for the global economy
Samy Chaar, Chief Economist

War and pandemic have dealt
twin blows to the global economy.
Conflict in Ukraine and
lockdowns in China have
damaged growth and driven up
prices worldwide. Much now
depends on the fate of the US
economy and domestic inflation.
Can the Fed bring it to heel
without causing a recession?
We retain a cautious outlook, but
are optimistic that growth will
remain above-trend this year.

The year started well. The global
economy was recovering from the
pandemic and growing strongly.
Consumers in the West were spending
with abandon, boosted by generous
fiscal support measures. Employment
rose. Corporate profits – and margins
– were at record highs, despite high
inflation. Yet from this hopeful start, two
events disrupted the prevailing growth
and inflation mix.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine was the
first, and has altered some dynamics in
the global economy forever. We see the
war shaving 1% off global growth this
year (see table, page 04), primarily
through higher commodity prices
denting consumption. While the military
confrontation has not escalated further
and is now primarily concentrated in
eastern Ukraine, it has implications that
surpass the human tragedy and the hit to
economic growth. Western support for
Ukraine in weapons, intelligence, and
funds has been substantial. We expect
further energy supply disruptions ahead,
with European sanctions expanding to
Russian oil exports (as part of a nowinevitable shift from Russian energy
dependence), and Russian retaliatory
measures further disrupting supply.
Denied access to the imports necessary
to refine and process oil, Russia will find
it difficult to sustain production.
Meanwhile, it would take a severe
reduction in demand or supply increases
from other producers to offset the loss of
Russian oil. We thus anticipate the
yearly average oil price remaining above
USD 120 per barrel for the remainder of
the year – a figure that is above

consensus estimates, and constitutes a
major economic headwind.
The second source of pain is in China,
where stringent Covid policies are
applying the brakes to an economy that
had still not caught up to pre-Covid
growth rates. Cases are now falling
nationally and a cautious re-opening has
started, yet a full re-opening is unlikely
before the end of June, and only if the
virus remains under control – a ‘big ask’.
Further relaxation will probably have to
wait until the 20th Communist Party
People’s Congress ends this autumn. In
the interim, the authorities’ preference
for incremental fiscal and monetary
easing should only partly offset the hit to
growth, while an under-vaccinated
population suggests a robust
consumption rebound is unlikely. We
expect a second-quarter contraction,
and growth falling far below the official
5.5% target this year, towards 4% (see
China section). Trouble for the world’s
largest goods exporter and delays at the
world’s largest port have gummed up
transport routes and global logistics
networks. We do anticipate some
improvement as Shanghai gradually
reopens. However, it will take quite
some time for supply chains and activity
to recover to pre-Omicron levels (see
chart 2, page 04).
Amid slowing growth and higher prices,
developed market central banks face
tough choices. Their decision has been
squarely to sacrifice growth in the
attempt to control inflation. The good
news is that the vigorous post-pandemic
rebound had built up a large growth
buffer to absorb the slowdown. At the

Note: Unless otherwise stated, all data mentioned in this publication is based on the following
sources: Datastream, Bloomberg, Lombard Odier calculations.
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1. Scenarios for the Russia/Ukraine war and global macro implications

Scenarios

Key implications

Policy outlook

GDP growth (2022)

1. Prolonged
war, persistent
disruptions

• Russia-Ukraine war continues for
months
• West supports Ukraine with arms
and money
• Sanctions expand (EU oil
embargo) and disruptions occur
(Russian gas supplies)
• Growth decelerates, inflation
spikes

• Central banks focus on inflation
(Fed 50bp pace, ECB ends QE in
June & hikes in July)
• Fiscal policy supports most
affected sectors selectively to
avert worst case outcome, but no
large-scale stimulus on the cards

~1% hit to global growth

• War escalates, rising risk of
NATO drawn in
• Impact from sanctions and supply
disruptions worsens, demand
destruction occurs
• Intense commodity price
pressures
• High probability of recession

• Central banks faced with stark
choice between inflation and
recession
• Governments forced to take
ambitious measures to support
demand
• EU discussions on new Recovery
Fund plan launch in earnest

~2% hit to global growth

• Inflation recedes as commodity
prices fall
• Disruptions gradually ease
although some sanctions are
maintained
• Global trade resumes, growth
reaccelerates
• Risk of recession averted

• Improved inflation outlook allows
central banks to slow tightening
path
• Ukraine reconstruction planning
starts

~0.5% hit to global growth

Probability: high

2. Sharp
escalation,
global conflict
risk
Probability: low

3. Easing
tensions,
ceasefire
prospect
Probability: low

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Inflation (end-2022)

US 2.9%
Eurozone 2.5%
China 4.3%
Japan 2.5%

US 2.5%
Eurozone 1.5%
China 3.5%
Japan 1.5%

US 3.5%
Eurozone 3.0%
China 4.5%
Japan 3.2%

•
•
•
•

US 6.8%
Eurozone 5.5%
China 3.2%
Japan 2.3%

•
•
•
•

US 7.5%
Eurozone 6.0%
China 4.9%
Japan 3.3%

•
•
•
•

US 5.5%
Eurozone 3.5%
China 2.6%
Japan 1.8%

Source: Lombard Odier

2. New shocks complicate supply chain issues
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start of the year, growth expectations for the US and Europe
were around 4%, more than double trend rates. Now we
forecast around 2.9% and 2.5% respectively, and foresee
little risk of recession before 2023. For now, the US economy
looks strong: unemployment is close to record lows, and
spending on goods and services – buoyed by fiscal handouts
and pandemic-era savings – continues to soar. The obvious
aim for monetary policy is to bring demand down to more
sustainable levels in order to contain inflation, while trying to
avoid choking it off entirely.

be tough. One area we will be watching closely is housing,
where cooling demand would do much to take the heat out of
the economy. With mortgage rates that recently flirted with
6%, affordability is declining and activity weakening. We
foresee housing becoming a drag on growth this year and
next, and note that a chronic supply shortage should help
prevent any crashes ahead. What happens on the
employment front (and more specifically, on earnings) will
also be critical. And apart from the data, we will also be
paying great attention to comments from the Fed.

Here the Fed faces a tremendous challenge. It is starting
much later, with inflation much higher and unemployment
much lower than in past rate hiking cycles. In the post-World
War II era, the US central bank has never successfully
brought inflation down by four percentage points without
causing a recession. Today, it also needs to shed around
USD 2 trn of assets from its balance sheet simultaneously,
entering fresh uncharted waters. The Fed’s aim will be to
bring rates back to a neutral level (which we see at 2.5-3.0%)
by Q1 2023 (see chart 3), yet the risk is that it may go beyond
this point to bring inflation to heel.

Meanwhile, US rate rises are not just an issue domestically;
they bring tighter financial conditions globally, in a world of
stretched asset prices and high levels of dollar-denominated
debt. Emerging markets face soaring food and fuel costs and
a second inflationary shock, after many had already
implemented large rate hikes (see Emerging Markets ex-Asia
section). With geopolitics tense and supply disruptions
abounding, companies are attempting to bring production
nearer home, reducing the efficiencies of decades of
globalisation. Overall, the outlook for the global economy
has deteriorated as headwinds compound. The risks appear
skewed for slower growth, with the probability of recession
next year rising. Yet there are some factors that could make
us turn more positive. A greater fiscal response to the war
from the eurozone, the Fed pivoting to a more neutral stance,
a ceasefire in Ukraine, or more encouraging data out of
China, could all shift us to a more constructive stance. For
now, however, we retain our cautious outlook.

The trajectory of US inflation is thus key for the world’s
growth outlook. For the Fed to step back from aggressive
tightening, it must see clear evidence of inflation falling. The
signs so far are mixed at best (see chart 4). Wage growth has
moderated slightly. Base effects will be more helpful going
forward. With luck, air fares, hotel rates, and used car prices
should normalise in the coming months. Goods inflation is
improving. Yet services inflation is running ever higher on
remarkable domestic demand, and oil prices should stay
elevated. However – and importantly – reduced fiscal
support, combined with the monetary policy shift (bringing
overall tighter financial conditions) should soften demand
and bring inflation down. Fine-tuning the slowdown will also

3. Significant tightening ahead for US monetary policy

4. US core goods versus services inflation

Fed policy rate and size of Fed balance sheet holdings versus
expectations
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Oil prices – what do we expect from here?
Sophie Chardon, Cross Asset Strategist
Oil markets are running hot. For most of the second quarter, prices have averaged over USD 100/bbl, roughly 40%
higher than markets thought they would be at the start of the year. The key driver is of course Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, and the subsequent sanctions and oil market disruptions. The International Energy Agency estimates
three million barrels a day (3m b/d) of supply could be lost from Russia in the second half. Meanwhile, oil refiners face
bottlenecks, and inventories were already historically low, resulting in a tight, supply-driven market.
Strategic oil reserve releases from the US, and Chinese Covid lockdowns temporarily acted to depressing prices in
May, but the impact was relatively short-lived, being largely offset by the announcement of further European sanctions
on Russian oil. A decision in early June by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and key
other non-members to bring forward planned production increases has done little to fundamentally alter the picture.
What would it take to bring oil prices down? New sources of supply are one obvious solution. Yet US shale producers
still favour paying dividends and buybacks to shareholders over bringing forward new investments in wells. A new
nuclear deal with Iran that would allow its oil back onto markets seems distant. Meanwhile, production increases from
OPEC are already stretching supply from its members, with output from Libya and Venezuela, as well as some smaller
countries, unable to keep up. Analytics firm S&P Global estimates current OPEC production is already around
2.6 m b/d below its target.
Demand destruction – via a sharp slowdown or recession – would be the other obvious reason for prices to fall. Yet our
analysis suggests it would take a major US recession to offset the loss of Russian supply (see chart 5). Our view remains
that despite the current global slowdown, growth will remain above-trend this year: a deceleration from a very high,
post-pandemic level, not a contraction (see Introduction). With the oil market in structural deficit and new European
sanctions on Russian exports expected to take effect in coming months, we believe oil prices will remain high in the
second half, with Brent crude averaging above USD 120/bbl for the remainder of the year.

5. Could falling demand curb prices?
Estimated Russian production loss versus previous oil demand shocks in recessionary periods (in million barrels per day)
2
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Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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zero-hour.
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It’s time to transition to a post-carbon world.
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Market review

United States
Braking sharply; breaking the economy?
Bill Papadakis, Macro Strategist

increases rose to 50 basis points per meeting in May, and the
process of shrinking its balance sheet has started. Financial
conditions have already tightened markedly, and a
significant fiscal consolidation is underway.

In a nutshell
· A booming economy and supply shocks have driven
persistently high inflation, forcing the Fed to apply the
monetary brakes sharply
· Pandemic-era savings and solid corporate balance
sheets could help offset some of the fiscal and
monetary tightening ahead – we foresee growth
reaching 2.9% this year
· We expect the Fed’s policy rate to reach 3% by
January 2023. The risk is that further rises may be
necessary: taming inflation, but sacrificing growth

Yet ironically, many of the strengths of the US economy
today are the same reasons that may push the Fed to tighten
more aggressively in the months to come. Years of low
interest rates have allowed consumers and companies to
refinance debt; generous pandemic-era fiscal stimulus has
left households with large amounts of excess savings;
corporate balance sheets are in fine shape thanks to strong
profitability and easy financial conditions. Even after this
year’s policy tightening, we still expect growth to reach 2.9%.

The swift vaccination and reopening process, coupled with
extremely generous fiscal and monetary stimulus, produced
a real boom for the US economy, with record job openings,
unemployment falling precipitously, sharply growing wages,
rising house prices and robust consumer spending (see
chart 6).

It is thus unlikely that a marginal change in monetary policy
stance would cool down demand to a meaningful extent. The
accelerated pace of tightening also means that data are
unlikely to send a clear signal before rates have already risen
(50 bp hikes in June, July and September would take the Fed
funds rate to 2.50%, which was the peak of the previous
multi-year hiking cycle).

Roaring demand, combined with well-known supply
constraints such as labour shortages and stressed supply
chains, has led inflation to unprecedentedly high levels
versus recent history. New supply shocks (Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, China’s zero-Covid policies, see Introduction) have
made the inflation outlook even more challenging.

Given that inflation risks have risen, the Fed is likely to raise
rates into restrictive territory, and actively sell assets on its
balance sheet later this year. We expect the policy rate to
peak at 3% by January 2023, as inflation recedes. But the
risks of stronger hikes – and recession in 2023 – have risen.

Having kept an unusually patient stance early on in this
recovery, the Fed has been forced to pivot sharply to a more
aggressive stance. After tapering its asset purchases in short
order, it “lifted off ” rate rises in March. The pace of rate

6. US personal goods and services spending

7. Housing market starts to react to tighter conditions

USD billions
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Europe
Exit the pandemic, enter a war
Bill Papadakis, Macro Strategist

In a nutshell
· The war in Ukraine has significantly deteriorated the
eurozone’s outlook: we now expect growth of 2.5%
this year
· The European Central Bank is faced with a tricky
combination of slowing growth and high inflation –
largely due to higher energy prices
· We expect policy rates to start rising in July and hit
1.25% in early 2023
Periods where optimism about the economy prevails in
Europe and bullish risk sentiment takes hold in markets are
rather rare. But since the spring of last year all the signs were
there: growth exceeded 5% in 2021, and unemployment hit
record lows. With EU Recovery Fund disbursements rolling,
the economic reopening progress continuing, and supply
bottlenecks starting to ease, the stars seemed aligned for a
sustained recovery.
In the aftermath of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the picture
looks materially different. Europe is the worst-affected region
by the war: not only does geographical proximity translate
into high uncertainty relating to the conflict’s impact on
growth, but the euro area is a large net importer of energy,
and is particularly dependent on Russian exports of oil and
gas.
We now expect 2.5% growth this year, having downgraded
our outlook given higher commodity prices, the rise in
uncertainty, and tighter financial conditions. This is still a

8. Euro area GDP vs. pre-pandemic trend

solid expansion, as the economy continues to benefit from
the tailwinds of the post-Covid reopening. But it is almost
3 percentage points slower than in 2021, when the economy
grew by 5.4%, and will leave output considerably below its
pre-pandemic trend (see chart 8).
This deteriorated outlook makes for a particularly tough
backdrop for the European Central Bank (ECB). The euro
area has seen unprecedented levels of inflation in recent
months, and we forecast headline inflation of 6.1% in 2022.
But unlike the US, where high inflation is to a large extent due
to booming demand (see US section), the situation in the euro
area qualifies as a ‘supply shock’. As a large energy importer,
Europe is basically faced with a loss of real income – resulting
in lower growth and higher inflation. Indeed, the dominant
driver of European inflation has been higher energy prices,
and wage growth has been much more tepid – a notable
difference from the US and the UK.
While there’s little the ECB can do to bring down imported
gas prices, policymakers have expressed their concern about
‘second-order’ effects and are therefore getting ready to act
in order to keep inflation expectations under control. We
expect the first increase in its deposit rate in July, when net
asset purchases will also end. We then expect rate hikes to
continue until the deposit rate reaches 1.25% in early 2023
(see chart 9). But policymakers will be walking a tightrope: as
growth slows and sentiment deteriorates there will be
increasingly little room for error.

9. ECB policy rate and QE holdings

Euro area quarterly real GDP (in EUR billions)
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Switzerland
Towards escaping negative rates
Samy Chaar, Chief Economist

In a nutshell
· Rising inflationary pressures globally offer Switzerland
the chance to escape from negative interest rates
· We expect the benchmark rate to increase 1% from its
current level over the course of 12 months, to reach
0.25% in 2023
· Swiss macroeconomic fundamentals remain solid,
with a record trade surplus and expected growth of
2.2% in 2022
Rising global inflationary pressures present an opportunity
for Switzerland. April saw the country’s highest inflation rate
for 14 years, with the consumer price index rising 2.5%,
outside the Swiss National Bank’s (SNB) target 0-2% range.
Above-target inflation could offer the SNB a chance to leave
behind seven years of some of the most deeply negative
interest rates in the world.
Inflation is much higher in other developed markets (see
chart 10): April CPI figures in the US and eurozone were
8.3% and 7.4% respectively. Switzerland is more insulated
from global price pressures, partly thanks to its energy mix.
Over half of its electricity comes from hydropower, and just
15% of total energy consumption comes from natural gas, of
which half is from Russia, making it less vulnerable to
Ukraine-related price rises and disruptions. The strength of
the Swiss franc helps limit imported inflation – the franc has
gained ground again this year, boosted by safe haven flows.
Meanwhile, wage growth is less of a problem in Switzerland
than in other developed economies, particularly the US.
10. Inflation differential between Switzerland and Europe

Still, Switzerland is not immune to global dynamics that are
driving prices north. And even if domestic inflation is not so
high that policymakers fear losing control, recent increases –
as well as the fact that the ECB is raising rates – offer the SNB
a chance to tighten policy. We expect it to initiate a gradual
pace of rate rises, starting as soon as September, with the
benchmark rate increasing 1% from the current -0.75% over
12 months, to reach 0.25% in 2023.
We see no imminent risk of a crash in the residential property
market, although supply may tighten further amid rising
construction and financing costs, and affordability will be
under strain, particularly for first-time buyers (see chart 11).
Higher interest rates in the eurozone will widen the
differential with Switzerland’s benchmark borrowing costs.
This in turn will lessen the need for the SNB to keep Swiss
rates low as a deterrent to owning Swiss francs. The SNB has
been consistently intervening to cap the franc’s rise in recent
years, although we expect it to take a more ‘hands-off ’
approach going forward (see Currencies section).
Meanwhile, Switzerland’s macroeconomic fundamentals
remain sound. The country now enjoys a trade surplus of
12% of GDP, its highest since records began. The Swiss
economy has managed to resist global slowdowns in recent
decades, in part thanks to solid job creation and the resulting
net immigration. Having remained resilient throughout the
pandemic, we expect growth to moderate from a strong
recovery in 2021 to a still-healthy 2.2% in 2022, slowing to
1.2% in 2023.

11. Prices of real estate ads
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United Kingdom
Caught between two worlds
Bill Papadakis, Macro Strategist

In a nutshell
· The UK economy faces the unusual combination of a
booming labour market, a real household income
squeeze, and the risk of an abrupt growth slowdown
· We believe growth will slow to around 3.5% in 2022
(near zero in the second half) and 1.5% in 2023
· We expect the Bank of England to continue hiking
rates, to reach 2% in November
The UK economy is faced with the lowest unemployment
rate in its history, but also with what’s been termed a ‘cost of
living crisis’. The opposing forces at play complicate the
macro outlook and pose a stark dilemma for policymakers.
Meanwhile Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s position as leader
still looks tenuous, even after winning a confidence vote in
early June.
A supply shock driven by higher energy prices, translating
into a drop in purchasing power, is undermining growth.
April’s 9% annual rise in consumer prices was the highest in
four decades. In addition, the full impact of higher gas prices
has yet to be felt by UK households. The national energy
regulator foresees another increase of about 42% in
October 2022. This means that inflation in the UK is likely to
peak even later than in other major economies, with the
headline rate exceeding 10% in October (see chart 12).

government had planned to begin fiscal tightening after
Covid, when the budget deficit rose to a peacetime record of
14.8% of GDP. But faced with high inflation and its
economic impacts, Chancellor Rishi Sunak announced a
GBP 15 billion package in May designed to help households
weather price rises.
Meanwhile, the UK employment picture is bright – as
evidenced by the record low in the unemployment rate and
the record high in vacancies. Strong wage growth offers
perhaps the clearest evidence of a really tight labour market
(see chart 13) But the reduction in labour supply, which has
shrunk by about 1% compared to pre-pandemic levels, raises
the question of whether this is a story of excess demand or of
shortages of labour supply. A (partial) reversal of this trend
would bring the unemployment rate to less extreme levels,
and likely help wage growth moderate.
The monetary policy outlook is particularly complicated. A
tight labour market and broader price pressures argue for
further hikes, but the real income squeeze is already having a
notable impact on growth. We think that the recent
announcement of a fiscal package to protect the most
vulnerable households will limit the near-term risks to
growth, allowing the Bank of England to continue hiking
rates beyond the 1.5% that we initially expected, to reach 2%
by November.

The Bank of England (BoE) is warning of a possible recession
in the second half of 2022. We expect GDP growth of no
more than 3.5% over 2022, slowing to 1.5% in 2023. The

12. Inflation likely to peak above 10%

13. An extremely tight labour market
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Japan
2% inflation at last
Homin Lee, Macro Strategist – Asia

supported by savings – will likely cushion this negative
impact to a degree.

In a nutshell
· Japan’s consumer price inflation will average more than
2% in the second half, as economic activity rebounds
· The fiscal deficit will likely narrow in 2022 as pandemic
support packages are passively wound down and tax
receipts pick up
· The Bank of Japan is unlikely to tighten policy as
aggressively as its hawkish peers, but it will eventually
change its targets for the 10-year Japanese government
bond yield
Has inflation finally arrived in the land of stubbornly low
prices? Despite the Omicron-driven first quarter economic
contraction, headline consumer price inflation (CPI) spiked
to 2.5% in April on the back of surging fresh food and energy
prices. Prolonged global supply chain disruptions, a weaker
yen, and the fading one-off relief from mobile
communication charges will likely keep average CPI above
the Bank of Japan’s (BOJ) 2% target in the second half (see
chart 14). This would be the first time that the target has
been met in Governor Kuroda’s term without a temporary
price boost from consumption tax hikes. Many ‘salarymen’
will take note: beer prices will rise in October due to a 6-10%
hike from one of Japan’s major breweries.
We expect modestly better growth in the second half, helping
the economy finally return to its pre-pandemic trend. Part of
this is due to Japan’s belated re-opening. High prices of
imported commodities will complicate the cost economics
for producers and retailers, but better household spending –
14. Inflation finally above the BOJ target

Will macroeconomic policy change this dynamic? Fiscal
policy will prove a modest drag on growth. The Kishida
cabinet appears to be maintaining a relatively conservative
stance despite the Prime Minister’s earlier indication (during
his leadership bid for the ruling party last autumn) that he
could run an activist fiscal policy if needed. We expect a
narrowing of the fiscal deficit worth 2% of GDP in 2022,
thanks to the passive unwinding of emergency pandemic
packages and better consumption tax receipts. New energy
subsidies will add modestly to the deficit, but the overall
fiscal stance in 2022 will be contractionary.
On the monetary front, we expect the BOJ to reduce policy
accommodation but remain a relative laggard among its
hawkish peers. The ongoing recovery in employment will
nudge the unemployment rate lower and wage growth
higher, but the latter might not reach the sustainable
reflationary pace that the bank deems sufficient for a major
hawkish turn. That said, a few months of above target
inflation and a multi-decade low for the yen will be enough
for the BOJ to consider widening the “tolerance band” for
10-year Japanese government bond yields. We now believe
that it will widen the band from -0.25~0.25% to
-0.50~0.50% in its October meeting (see chart 15). As
investors are divided over this prospect, the yen might see a
period of softness until the BOJ clarifies its stance.

15. BOJ to widen the target band for 10 year JGB yield
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China
First in, last out
Homin Lee, Macro Strategist – Asia

In a nutshell
· Chinese authorities will maintain their preference for
low Covid infections until after the Communist Party’s
20th National Congress this autumn, capping 2022
growth
· Pro-growth measures will mitigate this negative impact
– we expect additional fiscal and monetary easing
· We note hints of incremental shift toward support for the
embattled tech and real estate sectors. The Biden
administration’s tariff removal will also help at the
margin
China will be among the last countries to move to a ‘living
with Covid’ strategy. Shanghai lockdowns have triggered a
debate on the long-term sustainability of mass testing and
mobility restrictions, but the experiences of other East Asian
countries are instructive. Earlier this year, South Korea and
China had similar levels of booster shots, infections per
capita and Covid-19 deaths. The former still saw Covid
deaths spike to 466 per million amidst re-opening, despite a
world-class contact tracing framework and strong access to
treatments and higher efficacy vaccines (see chart 16). If
China’s re-opening were to follow suit, it would experience at
least half a million deaths. That is an unacceptable political
proposition, especially ahead of this autumn’s five-yearly
Chinese Communist Party Central Committee.
The economic cost of maintaining low infections will be
material. Even assuming an industrial rebound, service
sector activities will depend on whether another large wave
16. Covid experiences in East Asia

of lockdowns can be avoided in coming months. The
economy also faces other downside risks: a slowdown in
overseas goods demand, commodity supply shocks, and
depressed real estate investment. The Biden administration’s
signals on removing China-related tariffs will provide a
modest boost, but will not be a game changer. We expect
growth of around 4.3% in 2022.
The authorities are emphasising their pro-growth stance to
stabilise business sector sentiment. We expect more
flexibility on the use of local government financing vehicles
to enhance the impact of infrastructure capital spending. The
People’s Bank of China (PBOC) will lower loan prime rates
again before the end of the second quarter (see chart 17). It
will tolerate a degree of softness in the renminbi in the
process, but will likely refrain from outright devaluation.
Markets will continue to question the inconsistency between
this dovish shift in macroeconomic policy and hawkish tech
sector and real estate regulations that have been the key
source of volatility for China’s stocks. We maintain that this
will eventually be resolved in favour of more pro-growth
messages. The authorities have eased lending conditions
significantly to anchor demand for housing. Developers’
access to funding is improving somewhat in the onshore
market. Vice Premier Liu He has signaled that the
government is monitoring US regulators’ pressures on
China’s overseas listed stocks and that the most acute phase
of the tech crackdown might be over.

17. PBOC the sole dove in the Asia Pacific
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Emerging Markets ex-Asia
A new inflationary shock
Stéphanie de Torquat, Macro Strategist

In a nutshell
· Emerging economies face a dangerous cocktail in the
second half: a stronger US dollar, tighter financial
conditions, and slowing Chinese growth and global trade
· A new inflationary surge comes as central banks have
already raised rates substantially; fresh hikes threaten a
slowdown later in 2022 or early 2023
· When assessing vulnerabilities we look closely at oil
exporters versus importers, external imbalances and
levels of public debt
Emerging markets’ outlook has deteriorated, as they face a
stronger US dollar, high inflation and tightening financial
conditions, as well as slowing global trade and Chinese
growth. That said, the growth picture year-to-date has proved
fairly resilient. This is partly due to central banks’ actions.
Hiking cycles were started well in advance, providing a rate
buffer against developed economies and reassuring investors
that rising inflation was not being ignored. Secondly, while
the surge in commodity prices hurts many economies, it
benefits others: notably the Gulf countries, and also South
Africa, Brazil and Colombia. Elsewhere, proximity to the
Ukraine war has damaged prospects for Eastern European
countries such as Poland, Hungary and Turkey, as have
Covid lockdowns in China.
Yet if growth presents considerable variations across
economies, the same cannot be said for inflation. Price
pressures are not only very high across emerging markets,

18. Annual inflation in major Latin American markets, %
Tentative inflection points pre-war invalidated (Apr. 22)

but momentum remains very strong too, even for commodity
exporting regions such as Latin America (see chart 18). Since
most countries have already raised interest rates
substantially this cycle, the risk of a loss of confidence looms
if inflation does not peak soon. A renewed price shock is
being driven by three exogenous factors: the Ukraine war
pushing commodities higher, Chinese lockdowns damaging
supply chains, and the Fed’s hiking potentially putting
emerging market currencies under pressure. As such, central
banks will have to move rates further into restrictive and
even contractionary territory for longer (see chart 19). A
growth slowdown later this year or in early 2023 thus seems
hard to avoid.
Of course, the damaging mix of slowing growth, high
inflation and tightening financial conditions will affect all
emerging markets differently. Which are more at risk? Three
factors are key: oil exposure, external balances and public
debt. Losers from surging oil prices include Eastern Europe,
Chile, Peru and South Africa, although the last three benefit
when metal prices rise. Chile, Colombia, Hungary, Poland
and Peru have large current account deficits (approximately
3-7% of GDP), and thus risk capital outflows, although plans
from Chile’s new government to consolidate finances provide
some comfort, as do Colombia’s oil exports. The third factor,
high public debt, affects countries’ abilities to subside
consumers in the face of high energy and food costs. Here we
see the worst fundamentals in Argentina, Hungary, Brazil,
South Africa and Colombia.

19. Central banks’ peaks are contractionary and rates will
remain there for a while
A significant slowdown will be difficult to avoid
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Asset Allocation – Opportunities will arise
but not the time to take unnecessary risks
Christian Abuide, Head of Asset Allocation

We maintain a cautious outlook
for the rest of the year and a
broadly balanced portfolio stance
between growth-oriented and
interest rate sensitive assets. We
recommend a mix of valueoriented and defensive stocks,
along with various portfolio
diversifiers, which now include
government bonds.

The first five months of the year have
been challenging for investors. In a
marked turnaround from the
constructive 2021 market conditions,
2022 so far represents the worst start, in
terms of performance, for both equities
and fixed income markets, in at least
30 years (see chart 20, page 20). So a
fair question is what changed?
We went into the year with the
expectation that growth was going to
slow down somewhat from exceptional
levels and that the inflation spike was
being led by mostly temporary postpandemic supply constraints in the
context of very strong demand.
Together, that was consistent with the
start of monetary policy normalisation,
particularly in the US, with market
consensus pricing in three interest rate
hikes by the Federal Reserve in 2022.
Corporate earnings were strong and
margins solid despite the hiccups to
production.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and China’s
commitment to its zero-Covid policy
likely have something to do with the
change in sentiment, as both help feed
concerns around slower growth and
stickier inflation (see chart 21, page 20).
The Fed, in turn, has made clear its
intention to rein in inflation having
achieved full employment. It has pivoted
decisively in a hawkish direction as a
result, with 75 bps of rate hikes so far
and market consensus expecting a total
of ten hikes this year, versus just three
back in December. Other central banks
are following suit. Interest rates have
fast reflected this new scenario, with
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over 130 bps of increases in the yield of
10-year US Treasuries and the
equivalent German bunds (see chart 22,
page 20).
The aggressive move higher in interest
rates had knock-on implications across a
range of assets, with high-growth,
high-valuation stocks a prime target.
Credit spreads also widened, though not
aggressively, but loses from interest rate
exposures meant corporate bonds still
imposed significant losses on investors.
The US dollar has been one of the few
beneficiaries of market moves,
strengthening strongly versus most
other currencies.
Looking forward, markets feel at an
important crossroads. The initial driver
of the negative returns, via tightening of
financial conditions (higher interest
rates), feels somewhat closer to an end.
However, in recent weeks, concerns
seem to be morphing from inflation
towards growth, the rising risk of a
recession and the potential for a
significant slowdown in corporate
earnings.
Our base case is that despite the
slowdown in growth the global economy
will avoid a recession this year, but the
risks for one in 2023 have clearly
increased, especially if central banks
accelerate the tightening of credit
conditions yet again. Similarly, we
expect corporate margins to remain
elevated – even if they have peaked –
and earnings growth to remain positive
though miss what is now, in our view, too
optimistic a consensus forecast.
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20. Total returns by asset class
Q1 and Q2 to date
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21. Marked deterioration in the growth-inflation mix
… and accelerated post Russia's invasion of Ukraine in late Feb

22. Nominal yields have finally caught up with inflation
breakevens
Taking real yields back to positive territory
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23. Sentiment towards equities is highly depressed
A good medium term contrarian indicator outside of recessions
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Meanwhile, market sentiment has turned negative, although
investor de-risking of portfolios is following with a lag. We
believe we will need to see decisive signs of US inflation
peaking and rolling over – including in ‘core’ measures for
services – before we see meaningful, sustained improvement
in risk appetite (see chart 23, page 20).
With these elements in mind, our portfolio positioning is
broadly balanced, reflecting a more cautious approach. We
recommend a mix of growth-oriented and interest rate
sensitive assets. Value-oriented and defensive stocks feature
among the former, while investment grade corporate bonds
feature increasingly among the latter. We round this off with
various portfolio diversifiers, and focus on relative value
opportunities within asset classes.
In equities, global indexes have been on the back foot since
hitting new highs early in 2022. Valuations have adjusted
lower to reflect a higher cost of capital, which explains part of
the move, as do increasing concerns around the health of the
consumer in a context of high and persistent inflation.
Meanwhile, earnings have continued to grow strongly in Q1,
but investors have heavily penalised earnings misses or
disappointing guidance (see chart 24, page 22). Broader
earnings disappointment or real rates repricing higher
represent risks to the outlook.
Value stocks and the UK market have been more insulated
from recent declines, and we think both segments could
remain well supported going forward, benefiting among
other things from higher commodity prices. We maintain our
exposures here as well as in selected defensive names,
particularly in the healthcare and utilities sectors. We have
reduced exposure to small cap names as well as European
and emerging market (EM) stocks outside of China. While
EM equity valuations remain attractive versus other regions,
the outlook has deteriorated, given the backdrop of a
stronger US dollar, high inflation and tighter financial
conditions that should weigh on growth and earnings.
Meanwhile, Chinese equities have underperformed their
emerging market peers over the last year, significantly
narrowing the valuation gap. We believe this trend could
reverse if Chinese authorities’ Covid management shows
stronger signs of success, or policy stimulus reverses the
credit contraction, and boosts growth and earnings
prospects. China is among only a handful of EMs to be
cutting rather than raising rates, and at current levels, risks
around Chinese equities may be skewed to the upside.
After starting the year decidedly cautious on fixed income,
we have gradually turned more constructive on the asset
class, as a result of the rapid and significant repricing of
interest rates and widening corporate credit spreads. While
the Fed has only recently started its hiking cycle, having
raised rates twice, fixed income markets have anticipated a
large part of the upcoming rate hikes. Similar dynamics are
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evident in Europe, where despite there being no change to
negative policy rates by the European Central Bank, German
bunds with maturities of two years or more now offer positive
yields (while maturities up to 20 years had a yield of zero or
lower back in December 2021) (see chart 25, page 22).
Similarly, with credit spreads having widened as a result of
the more uncertain outlook, all-in yields for global
investment grade credit are the highest they have been in
over a decade. We have thus started reducing our
longstanding underweight to this segment as risk-reward
improves. We prefer investment grade bonds to high yield for
now, as the former is less at risk from a potential
deterioration in the economic outlook, and from corporate
defaults (see chart 26, page 22).
In emerging markets, we maintain a rather neutral stance
overall but see selective opportunities in Brazilian
government bonds, where the interest rate cycle is advanced,
yields look attractive, and the currency benefits from positive
terms of trade given strength in commodity prices (see
chart 27, page 23). Our less negative stance does not extend
to all segments, and we have now closed our longstanding
preference for Chinese government bonds, where we are
now modestly underweight. Here, the interest rate
differential with equivalent US government bonds no longer
favours China and the outlook for the renminbi is more
mixed given still-strong pressures on growth.
In currencies, radical shifts in monetary policy and general
uncertainty have propelled the US dollar to 20-year highs,
appreciating broadly against most currencies, and arguably
faster than we anticipated. From here, the pace of gains could
moderate, but we retain a strong USD bias, reflecting our
theme of tightening global liquidity and moderating global
growth, but also a likely prolonged Russia-Ukraine conflict.
Having some long USD exposure may provide a cushion to
portfolios. While the renminbi (RMB) has been extremely
stable over Q1, USDRMB has since risen sharply, while
seeing little pushback from the Chinese authorities. We
remain cautious here and in the broader EM currency
complex.
Commodities have been a standout performer this year and
an area of activity in portfolios. We remain underweight gold,
which has seen mixed impulses from increased inflation and
market uncertainty on the one hand, versus normalising real
interest rates and a strong dollar on the other. Given supply
disruptions to a number of commodities (many of which are
linked to the Russia-Ukraine conflict) in the context of still
strong demand, we continue to see value in holding a broad
basket of commodities for diversification benefits.
Along similar lines, we find macro strategies in the hedge
fund space attractive in the current context. These types of
strategies have historically been able to benefit from rising
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24. Global equity valuations have corrected back to long term average levels
And are still attractive vs bonds
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25. Significant repricing of German sovereign bond curves
Anticipating ECB hikes this year…
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26. IG credit spreads are consistent with previous slowdowns or mild recessions
HY is about half way into a slowdown, still far from a recession
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interest rates, higher market volatility and generally higher
differentiation across assets’ returns. They display low
correlation to other asset classes, which we expect to remain
helpful for portfolios as we progress through the cycle.
Overall, our investment positioning remains broadly
balanced, with an underweight in fixed income, a neutral
position in equities – with options strategies on major indices
to help cushion portfolios from downside risks – and
overweight positions in real estate, the USD and a broad
basket of commodities as portfolio diversifiers.

27. Brazil is leading the repricing of EM yields
And offers opportunities to earn an attractive yield pick-up
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Fixed Income
Painful repricing – paradigm shift?
Christian Abuide, Head of Asset Allocation

In a nutshell
· We expect US and German 10-year yields to remain
under bouts of upward pressure, as central banks fight
inflation amid deteriorating growth
· Credit spreads have widened, discounting a
deterioration in fundamentals, but also reflecting
limited risk appetite given the prevailing uncertainty.
We reduce our underweight here
· We stay neutral on emerging markets (EM) broadly,
but see opportunities in Brazilian government bonds
What a difference six months can make. The bond market1,
has had its worst start to a year in at least 30 years, or 50 if
one looks at the performance of US Treasuries2. Central
banks’ guidance changed dramatically in recent months, as
inflationary pressures became seen as more persistent,
exacerbated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine (via commodity
prices) and Chinese lockdowns (via supply chains). A rapid
repricing of market expectations followed, both in nominal
and real rates, tightening financial conditions substantially.
Our base case scenario assumes broadly unchanged bond
yields (3% for 10-year US Treasuries and 1.50% for 10-year
Bunds), with some room for an overshoot, as central banks
continue tightening policy. Given better valuations, bonds
are becoming more attractive in a portfolio context and we
have reduced our underweight.
1
2

Chinese government bonds were one of the rare bright spots
and we benefited from our outsized position here. However,
the rapid repricing of competing alternatives, the limited
downside in renminbi yields and the deterioration of the
RMB outlook (as Chinese growth suffers) led us to reduce our
allocation here, reallocating the proceeds into US Treasuries
and global investment grade credit.
Global investment grade (IG) credit offers an all-in yield of
around 4%, the highest in at least 10 years, reflecting higher
government bond yields and wider credit spreads. While
spreads could widen further from here, they already imply an
aggressive level of defaults versus history, at least for IG and
the upper echelon of high yield (HY). The potential for
further macro deterioration plus a trend towards tightening
lending standards should be consistent with wider HY
spreads into 2023. Thus, an “up in quality” approach still
offers more compelling risk-reward for now in our view (see
chart 29).
We remain neutral on EM bonds overall. Rate rises have
pushed 10-year local yields significantly higher. However, we
think it is too early to rush into the asset class as the path of
least resistance for yields is upwards, given worries about
elevated food prices, USD strength and prevailing risk
aversion. Brazil – where we have a small sovereign bond
overweight – is an exception. It offers an attractive yield
pick-up, is well advanced in its hiking cycle and benefits from
commodity price strength.

as measured by the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index
as measured by the Bloomberg US Treasury Index

28. Worst start to the year on record for safe fixed income
Bloomberg US Treasury, TR index

29. Sharp repricing of government bond yields and wider
credit spreads
Safer pockets of the market becoming investable as a result
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Equities
Patience required
Christian Abuide, Head of Asset Allocation

could remain well supported, benefiting among other things
from higher commodity prices. We maintain our exposures
here, as well as in selected defensive names, particularly in
the healthcare and utilities sectors; but see continued
headwinds for European and emerging market stocks despite
more attractive valuations.

In a nutshell
· Although valuations are approaching long-term
averages, macroeconomic and geopolitical
uncertainties will likely cap the upside from here
· Earnings growth remains strong but on a downward
trend, leading us to look for high cash-flow generators
and companies with stable margins
· Defensive and commodity sectors, the UK and US
markets, value stocks and ‘quality at a reasonable
price’ remain our preferences
Recent market falls have brought declines in major
developed market indexes to around 15% year-to-date.
Valuations have fallen to reflect a higher cost of capital and
concerns around the health of the consumer amid high and
persistent inflation. The outlook for equities seems to have
rapidly changed from expecting higher rates amid very
strong demand, to pricing in much tighter financial
conditions aimed at slowing down inflation in an already
slowing economy. This would be consistent with a faster,
more compressed business cycle than the last few.
Meanwhile earnings continued to grow strongly in Q1,
though guidance is turning less optimistic as input cost
pressures remain an issue for corporates. Investors have
penalised earnings misses or disappointing guidance heavily.
We remain relatively constructive on defensive and
commodity sectors. Value stocks and the UK market have
been more insulated from recent declines, and we think both

Q1 earnings announcements were particularly strong in
Europe, with higher sales and earnings growth than in the
US, particularly if one excludes the energy sector. However,
we see slower GDP growth ahead, higher inflation forecasts
and a central bank that is starting to remove policy stimulus.
All this, combined with geopolitical risks, represents an
unattractive risk-reward proposition.
Emerging market valuations remain attractive versus other
regions, but the regional outlook has deteriorated, as a
stronger US dollar, high inflation and tighter financial
conditions should weigh on growth and earnings. In turn, we
see a potential opportunity in Chinese equities, which after a
year of strong underperformance, could recover some of the
lost ground if Covid management shows stronger signs of
success, or monetary and fiscal easing becomes more
ambitious.
A sharp slowdown in activity, broader earnings
disappointments or real rates repricing significantly higher
represent the main downside risks to the outlook. As a result,
volatility is likely to remain high and we recommend staying
defensive, focusing on relative value opportunities and
adding to positions on weakness.

31. Global equity valuations are back to long term averages,
but not yet in the US

30. Equities are now down over the last year…
… consistent with further deterioration in activity
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Asset classes

Currencies
Further dollar upside still plausible
Kiran Kowshik, Global Currency Strategist

European yields continue to re-price to reflect a more
hawkish outlook, we expect a slightly higher 1.035 – 1.065
range over the summer provided any widening in peripheral
bond spreads remains orderly. This should allow better entry
points for gaining CHF exposure.

In a nutshell
· Our call for a stronger US dollar has performed well
but moves have been much faster than anticipated and
from here the pace of gains could moderate
· We target EURUSD at 1.02 towards year-end and
foresee USDRMB trading in a 6.70 – 6.90 range
· We expect EURCHF to stay in a slightly higher range
(1.035-1.065) over the summer before resuming its
downward trend
· We are cautious on emerging market currencies versus
the dollar, but they could still deliver returns for a euro
based investor

While the Chinese renminbi was extremely stable over Q1,
USDRMB has since risen sharply, while seeing little
pushback from the Chinese authorities. We assume a
6.70–6.90 range for the pair for now, but would further
downgrade our RMB view if there were more concrete signs
that the country’s strong trade surplus was being affected.
We view the USDRMB rise as a recalibration to broader USD
strength rather than a move to devalue the RMB (as we saw
in 2015). Nevertheless, the dollar’s strength will have
negative ramifications for several currencies.

Our call for a stronger US dollar has performed well but
moves have been much faster than anticipated. We had a
1.12 forecast for the dollar against the euro in our last
bi-annual outlook, and subsequently lowered this to 1.06.
We now pencil in 1.02. This reflects a strong US dollar bias
amid tightening global liquidity and moderating global
growth, but also likely intensification in the Russia-Ukraine
conflict (see table). Even as the ECB normalises policy, we
believe the euro will be dragged down by the negative terms
of trade effect, which is already visible in sharply
deteriorating trade balance data after March.

After turning neutral on emerging market currencies in
January, we believe caution is now warranted, although this is
more the case for US dollar-based investors than their euro or
sterling-based peers. Despite losing out against the dollar,
emerging market currencies have delivered spot returns of
7% versus the euro year-to-date, excluding carry (the interest
rate differential). Overall performance could face more
volatility as the dollar rally extends from energy importers to
exporters. That said, we favour selective exposure to
emerging markets, notably the Brazilian real, which should
benefit from high commodity prices boosting terms of trade,
and more domestic rate rises ahead.

We remain constructive on the Swiss franc given a still robust
balance of payments. We still assume the Swiss National
Bank will take a more hands-off approach to intervention
given its already large balance sheet. Hence we eventually
expect EURCHF to decline below parity. That said, as
32. Currency assumptions around the Russia-Ukraine conflict

Baseline
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Ceasefire

Prolonged conflict

War intensifies

Global escalation
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